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INTRODUCTION

In modern usage, the word "vaccine" is usually restricted to describe an immunogen administered to at-risk healthy subjects prior to their becoming exposed to a microbial pathogen. This word is also often used when the immunogen is administered early after exposure but before the onset of disease manifestations; in such circumstances the qualifying prefix "post-exposure" is employed.

Given the conventional use of the word "vaccine" the term "vaccine therapy" might seem trivial. However, historical precedent suggests that the term "vaccine therapy" should be used to describe administration of a microbe-specific antigen for therapeutic purposes after the onset of established disease [1]. Indeed, the terms "vaccine therapy" or "vaccinotherapy" have been used continuously for this purpose as Medical Subject Headings in the Index Medicus since 1911. While alternative terms have been proposed (immunoregulation, immunotherapy, immunostimulation) these terms are overly general and fail to convey the meaning that the immunity sought in vaccine therapy is both active and directed against microbe-specific antigens.

Thus, vaccine usage can be categorized relative to the time of microbial exposure: (1) true prevention or prophylaxis, (2) post-exposure prophylaxis, and (3) therapy or induction of recurrences. These different uses of vaccines are presented schematically in Figure 1.

While there is no question of the clinical efficacy of vaccination before exposure, and reasonable proof for clinical efficacy of vaccination for post-exposure prophylaxis, there is at present no uncontested evidence for clinical efficacy of vaccination for therapy or induction of recurrences in any overt human disease. Nonetheless, the concept that the immune response might be accessible to medical intervention is an appealing one. The recent...
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The physician of the future will, I foresee, take upon himself the role of an immunizer.

—Sir Almroth Wright, 1902

History doesn't repeat itself, but it rhymes.

—Anon

I. INTRODUCTION

In modern usage, the word vaccine is usually restricted to describe an immunogen administered to healthy subjects at risk prior to their becoming exposed to a microbial pathogen. This word is also often used when the immunogen is administered early after exposure but before the onset of disease manifestations; in such circumstances the qualifying prefix postexposure is employed.

Given the conventional use of the word vaccine, the term vaccine therapy might seem to be an oxymoron. However, historical precedent suggests that the term vaccine therapy should be used to describe administration of a microbe-specific antigen for therapeutic purposes (after the onset of established disease) [1]. Indeed, the terms vaccine therapy and vaccinotherapy have been used continuously for this purpose as medical subject headings in the Index Medicus since 1911. While alternative terms have been proposed (immunoregulation, immunotherapy, immunostimulation), these terms are overly general and fail to convey the meaning that the immunity sought in vaccine therapy is both active and directed against microbe-specific antigens.

Thus, vaccine usage can be categorized relative to the time of microbial exposure: (1) true prevention or prophylaxis, (2) postexposure prophylaxis, and (3) therapy or reduction of recurrences. These different uses of vaccines are presented schematically in Figure 1.

While there is no question of the clinical efficacy of vaccination before exposure and reasonable proof for clinical efficacy of vaccination for postexposure prophylaxis, there is at present no uncontested evidence for clinical efficacy of vaccination for therapy or reduction of recurrences in any overt human disease. Nonetheless, the concept that the immune response might be accessible to medical intervention is an appealing one. The recent development of technologies for production of large quantities of molecularly cloned and expressed antigens has led to a renewed interest in vaccine therapy [2]. This chapter reviews the usage of vaccines after the moment of exposure (infection). The emphasis is on therapeutic use of vaccines, but postexposure vaccination is also reviewed for purpose of comparison.

II. HISTORY OF VACCINE THERAPY

Edward Jenner, in his epochal 1798–1800 papers on the use of vaccinia in preventing smallpox, briefly commented on the apparent success of postexposure vaccination (see below) to prevent clinical smallpox [3]. However, he never proposed treatment of established smallpox with vaccinia.

The now obscure French syphilologist Joseph-Alexandre Auzias-Turenne read Jenner and saw parallels between the benign and fatal pox disease vari-
Figure 1  Diagram of the possible uses of vaccines relative to the time of exposure to an infectious agent.

ants and the benign and fatal variants of genital chancres. He proposed that matter from benign chancres could be used as prophylaxis against or even treatment of syphilis. He championed syphilization—an intentional contraction of the terms syphilis and vaccination—as a public health tool [4,5]. For therapy he proposed that matter from a benign lesion could be inoculated serially, up to dozens of times, into the skin of a patient with established syphilis in an effort to achieve a cure. "Syphilization" was a major topic of debate at the 1st International Medical Congress in Paris in 1867. Of course, the clinical efficacy of his approach was never proved or even fully accepted, because he clearly confused syphilis with chancre and genital herpes.

At Louis Pasteur was beginning his studies of vaccines in the late 1870s, he chanced to receive a copy of Auzias-Turenne's collected works. Pasteur's nephew and laboratory assistant Adrian Loir contends that Pasteur read this book avidly and that he was greatly influenced by Auzias' ideas [6]. Loir reports that Pasteur repeated some of Auzias' experiments of pre- and postexposure immunization, particularly with bovine pleuropneumonia [7]. Pasteur also almost certainly read Auzias' speculative paper (written in 1864) on possible uses of material from rabies-infected tissues for purposes of therapeutic vaccination [4,8].

Pasteur's success in the postexposure prophylaxis in the case of 9-year-old Joseph Meister is now legendary; it immediately led to widespread acceptance of postexposure vaccination for rabies [9,10]. However, less widely known is the fact that Pasteur—perhaps inspired by Auzias—had already used a rabbit brain rabies vaccine in attempts to treat two cases of clinically apparent rabies [11]. These two cases are probably the first true trials of antigen-specific "vaccine therapy." One patient died less than a day after receiving the therapy but the other apparently survived. Pasteur never published or otherwise publicly reported on these cases; they were found only recently by Geison in Pasteur's laboratory notebooks. Geison speculates that Pasteur kept these cases secret because he was not absolutely sure about the accuracy of the diagnosis in the one treated "rabies" patient who survived.

Not to be outdone by Pasteur, Robert Koch reported in 1890 that he had discovered a cure for tuberculosis, an announcement that rocked the medical world [12-16]. Initially he refused to reveal the exact chemical composition of his cure, referring to it only as a "brownish clear fluid." He provided samples of the fluid to prominent physicians around Europe for their experimental use (foreshadowing today's "parallel track" for investigational therapies). Tuberculosis patients from around the world flocked to Berlin to receive the treatment from Professor Koch. Only months later did he reveal that the cure was a solution or suspension of glycerin and extracts from tubercle bacillus cultures, a composition similar to what is now referred to as "tuberculin." Like Pasteur, Koch had reported that microbe-derived antigens could be used to stimulate immunity in patients who were already infected. However, reports from colleagues using the material were less than enthusiastic [17]. Cures and remissions were infrequent, and severe reactions including several deaths, were commonplace. While tuberculin was a failure as a vaccine therapy, these trials led to its use as a diagnostic reagent and opened the field of delayed-type hypersensitivity.

Impressed by Koch's experiments, Almroth Wright in England developed vaccine therapies for other microbes that could be cultivated in vitro [18,19]. In a 1902 paper subtitled "Generally on the treatment of localized bacterial invasions by the therapeutic inoculation of the corresponding bacterial vaccine," he reported the use of heat-killed cultures of Staphylococcus aureus as a vaccine therapy [20]. Using an assay developed by William Boog Leishman, he measured the ability of sera to facilitate the ingestion of bacteria by leukocytes. He coined the term opsonization for this activity and correlated changes in the serum opsonic index with outcome in his vaccine therapy patients [21]. Almroth Wright became a zealous champion of vaccine therapy; the title of his biography by Zachary Cope is Almroth Wright, Founder of Modern Vaccine Therapy [22].

Based on his discussions with Wright, George Bernard Shaw wrote The Doctor's Dilemma, a play whose
plot revolved around the selection of patients for slots in a tuberculosis vaccine therapy trial [23]. One memorable line from this play—a vaccine therapist’s credo—reads: “There is at bottom only one genuinely scientific treatment for all diseases, and that is to stimulate the phagocytes. Stimulate the phagocytes. Drugs are a delusion.” Of course, not everyone was persuaded by Sir Almroth Wright’s data. One wag dubbed him “Sir Almost Wright.”

Vaccine therapy flourished during the first decades of the twentieth century (Figure 2). Even Alexander Fleming, later to discover penicillin, wrote an effusive testimonial about its virtues [24]. A new Journal of Vaccine Therapy appeared, and textbooks with guidelines on vaccine therapy for general practitioners were published. Pharmaceutical companies advertised various concoctions of mixtures of heat-inactivated organisms, typically 10 to 100 million per inoculation, for use as therapeutic vaccines [25,26]. Different mixtures were used for different disease syndromes—for pneumonia, urinary tract infections, or skin infections—somewhat as today different antibiotic regimens are recommended for initial therapy of infections at these different sites. Surveys revealed that two-thirds of U.S. practitioners used vaccine therapy in their practice, most often for furunculosis or tuberculosis [27].

Despite their widespread use, bacterial therapeutic vaccines were never proved to have clinical efficacy. The bountiful early literature on vaccine therapy is difficult to interpret due to the total lack of appropriately controlled trials. Although vaccine immunogenicity in the setting of established disease is also difficult to assess from these earlier reports, the anecdotal data amassed are nonetheless impressive. Clinicians who used tuberculin vaccine therapy frequently reported increased inflammation at the sites of clinical tuberculosis, especially at readily visible sites on the skin [28]. Similarly, Wright and coworkers showed reproducible increases in the serum opsonic index in Staphylococcus trials [29,30]. Some experimental studies in animal models also suggested immunogenicity (but none showed proof of efficacy) [31].

Enthusiasm for vaccine therapy waned substantially when a variety of potent antibiotics such as streptomycin, chloramphenicol, and penicillin were discovered and developed. It can be fairly said that Almroth Wright’s death in 1947 marked the end of the golden era of vaccine therapy. In the 1950s and 1960s there continued to be sporadic efforts to develop and test therapeutic vaccines for various viral and fungal infections—diseases for which there were no antibiotics—but none showed much promise [32–38]. Furthermore, careful controlled trials of recurrent furunculosis with staphylococcal vaccine therapy (by Sanford and others) failed to detect clinical efficacy [39]. By the 1970s, antibiotic treatment completely eclipsed antigen-specific treatment, and vaccine therapy became a forgotten art.

III. EFFICACY OF VACCINATION FOR POSTEXPOSURE PROPHYLAXIS

The observation that vaccination after exposure to an infectious agent can afford protection against clinical disease carries obvious implications for a general understanding about how vaccines work: complete or “sterilizing” immunity, with total suppression the very first rounds of microbe replication, is not necessary for a vaccine to be effective. This, in turn, suggests that in some circumstances vaccines might be useful even later in the course of an infection, for therapy of overt disease.

There is reasonable evidence for the efficacy of for postexposure vaccination in at least four human infectious diseases. All four are viral infections where an exact time of exposure can be determined with relative ease, the incubation period is at least 2 weeks, and an effective vaccine is available. Because these reports on postexposure vaccination are the only evidence that vaccines can be effective after rather than before infection, they are presented here in some detail, in historical order.
A. Smallpox

In Edward Jenner’s third paper on vaccination against smallpox, in 1800, he presented the first anecdotal evidence for efficacy of postexposure vaccination [3]: “Some striking instances of the power of the cow-pox in suspending the progress of the smallpox after the patients had been several days casually exposed to the infection have been laid before me . . .”

The first case recounted by Jenner was reported to him by Mr. Lyford, a Winchester surgeon. He vaccinated two small children who were in close contact with their father, who had been ill for 5 days. Lyford commented that he was “surprised to find the vaccine disease advance and go through its regular course . . . to the total extinction of the smallpox.” Jenner also recounted a case reported to him by his nephews, the Reverend G. C. Jenner and Mr. H. Jenner, who vaccinated a father, mother, and five children 4 days after another child in the family had developed a smallpox eruption. Vaccination did not take in the mother, and she developed smallpox. Vaccination took in all four children and the father, and all remained healthy, despite their continuous contact with smallpox in the child and the mother.

The largest and most detailed study of postexposure vaccination against smallpox was conducted by Dr. William Hanna, Medical Office of the Port of Liverpool, who collected 75 cases [40]. Most were travelers from Boston who landed incubating smallpox during the severe outbreak in that city in 1902–1903. All were promptly vaccinated regardless of the time since exposure and then confined to the Port Isolation Hospital. Among those who were previously vaccinia-naive and vaccinated within 6 days of exposure, all 10 of 10 developed only mild or moderate disease; of those vaccinated within 7–14 days of exposure but before rash, 7 developed mild/moderate and 6 severe disease (1 death); of those vaccinated only after the rash had begun, 3 developed moderate and 4 severe disease (2 deaths).

Among those who had previously been vaccinated and then revaccinated within 6 days of exposure, 10 developed mild disease, 2 moderate, and one severe disease; of those revaccinated within 7–14 days of exposure but before rash, 14 developed mild disease and one moderate disease; and of those revaccinated only after the rash had begun, 7 developed mild disease and 10 moderate disease.

Evidence of a successful vaccine “take”—local vesication—during the incubation period also correlated strongly with protection against severe disease in the vaccinia-naive cases [40]. Among those not previously vaccinated, a successful take during the incubation period led to severe disease in only 2 of 19, whereas an unsuccessful vaccination (which occurred typically in those cases vaccinated later after exposure, often when symptoms had already begun) led to severe disease in 8 of 11.

Dixon reported on the efficacy of postexposure vaccination in Tripoli in 1946 and compared the spectrum of disease severity among persons who had never been vaccinated to that among those who were successfully vaccinated postexposure [41]. His findings were remarkably similar to those of Hanna: among 21 cases successfully vaccinated with 5 days of exposure, all developed only mild illness. But when successful vaccination was not performed until the sixth to tenth day after contact (n = 36 cases), the spectrum of disease severity was not different from that among unvaccinated persons.

For obvious ethical reasons, there are no prospective controlled trials of administration of vaccinia at different intervals after exposure, so precise data are impossible to obtain. The two retrospective series presented here identified cases for inclusion by the appearance of at least some smallpox papules. Persons with no evidence at all of smallpox would have been excluded. Indeed, the data in these two series may present a conservative estimate of the efficacy of postexposure vaccination against smallpox, because some individuals who that were completely protected would not have been counted.

Fenner pointed out that the clinical course of infection following intradermal vaccinia inoculation (fever in 6–7 days) is much more rapid than the clinical course of typical variola major in an unvaccinated subject (fever in 14 days) or even that of intradermal inoculation smallpox in a naïve subject (10–12 days) [42]. He speculates that this alacrity of vaccinia might be an important factor in the success of postexposure vaccination against smallpox.

B. Rabies

Surprisingly, active vaccination for postexposure prophylaxis of rabies, widely considered to be the classic example of postexposure prophylaxis, is of uncertain clinical benefit. The history is convoluted, even for the expert. I shall do my best to summarize it here.

The first attempts at rabies postexposure prophylaxis in humans were conducted by Pasteur in mid-1885. As noted above, he had by this time already tried vaccine therapy of clinically apparent rabies in two patients, with inconclusive results [43]. He first used postexposure rabies vaccine on July 6 on Joseph Meister, who had been bitten 2 days earlier. The boy apparently did well. On October 20, Pasteur began
vaccination of his second case, this time the courageous teenager Jean-Baptiste Jupille, who had been severely bitten while defending a group of younger children from an apparently rabid dog. Six days later Pasteur announced his new method to a standing ovation at the Academy of Science in Paris. One eminent colleague took the floor to proclaim that date of October 26, 1885, would live "forever memorable in the history of medicine and forever glorious for French science." Pasteur had presented only two clinical cases, with follow-up periods of 4 months and 1 week, respectively. During the next year, over 2000 rabies-exposed patients from all over Europe flocked to Paris to receive the postexposure vaccination. No controlled clinical studies were done.

Geison, through careful study of Pasteur's laboratory notebooks, has recently shown that there are serious reasons to doubt the efficacy of Pasteur's original postexposure vaccine [44]. The first were "scientific" concerns. For treatment of Meister and Jupille, Pasteur employed a 14-day series of injections of ground up rabid spinal cords taken from rabbits intracranially inoculated with a "fixed" (rabbit brain-adapted) rabies virus. For the human cases, he began with 14-day dried rabbit cord and progressively each day inoculated a 1-day fresher cord until, on the last day, he inoculated fresh rabbit brains. Although never clearly expounded, his theory was that he was inoculating successively "less attenuated" virus each day. Modern authorities have established that rabbit brain-fixed virus can be virulent for humans. Most of Pasteur's colleagues assumed that his animal experimental work had laid a careful foundation for postexposure rabies vaccination of bitten humans. However, at the time he treated Joseph Meister, Pasteur had not tested the efficacy of the regimen used on him in animals but instead only a variety of other exploratory vaccines and regimens.

Furthermore, there are also questions about the statistical significance of Pasteur's animal experiments [44]. Geison has calculated the success rate of these earlier vaccines for postexposure protection of dogs against challenge (which was the bite of a rabid dog). Among vaccinated dogs, 16 of 26 (62%) remained rabies-free. However, among untreated control dogs, 4 of 7 (57%) also remained rabies-free. Thus, although Pasteur had no real scientific evidence for the efficacy of postexposure rabies vaccination at the time he treated Meister, the method promptly became the standard of care.

Serious concerns (and lawsuits stemming from those concerns) were promptly raised about rabies cases in humans that occurred in spite or perhaps because of the Pasteur vaccine. Within a few years, the Pasteur Institute switched to a carbolic acid--inactivated vaccine. Nonetheless, the bulk of uncontrolled clinical data on postexposure rabies vaccination suggested that the method was reasonably safe and (arguably) effective.

Webster, of the Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research in New York, in 1939 carefully reviewed the world's literature on experimental rabies postexposure vaccination in animal models [45,46]. He concluded that "it appears that Pasteur's tests on the immunization of dogs by vaccination following bite have not been confirmed. Nine workers over a period of 50 years have stressed the relatively unsatisfactory results obtained in a series of over ninety experiments."

McKendrick in 1940 reviewed results of the first 1 million rabies postexposure vaccinations at Pasteur institutes throughout the world [47]. He reported in the Bulletin of the Health Organization of the League of Nations that there were no differences in rabies mortality with respect to the type of vaccine employed (killed, live, heated, or other), regardless of the probability of the presence of rabies in the biting animal, location, or severity of the bite. Furthermore, delay in commencing vaccine treatment, even beyond 14 days, failed to show increases in rabies mortality. Webster commented that "These findings lead to the inference that these vaccines are all either equally effective or equally noneffective—both disturbing conclusions." Other smaller but more detailed studies also failed to demonstrate any significant efficacy of postexposure rabies vaccination in humans [48].

Although passive postexposure immunization with antirabies immune serum was used sporadically as early as the 1890s, it was not until the 1950s that the efficacy of antirabies serum was studied in controlled field trials in humans [49,50]. Wolf-bite victims were solidly protected by postexposure vaccine plus serum but not by vaccine alone. Subsequent experimental studies of rabies in dogs and in mice have shown that passive immunity with serum and active immunity with vaccine are synergistic when given in the right doses [51,52].

There have been no controlled trials, or even uncontrolled trials, of the newer, safer "third-generation" cell culture--grown rabies vaccines alone (without passive antibodies) for postexposure vaccination. Current recommendations for rabies postexposure prophylaxis call for simultaneous administration of rabies immune globulin, regardless of the type (human diploid cell, Vero cell, rhesus diploid cell), route (intramuscular or intradermal), or dose of vaccine. Early experience with vaccinia and canarypox--vectored rabies proteins suggests that these genetically engineered vaccines might
have an advantage in prompt stimulation of antirabies immunity [53,54].

C. Hepatitis B Virus

By comparison to rabies, the history of hepatitis B virus (HBV) postexposure vaccination is relatively straightforward; evidence for postexposure efficacy was found in the first prevention vaccine trials. In 1978–1980, a randomized, placebo-controlled, double-blind study of plasma-derived vaccine was conducted among 1083 homosexual men in New York who were known to be at risk for HBV infection [55]. The overall reduction in incident infections was as high as 92%. Hepatitis B events occurring in the first 75 days after the first vaccine injection were analyzed as a subset, since these were thought to be HBV infections that were incubating at the time of vaccination. Although the total incidence of new infections in the first 75 days was not reduced by vaccination, disease severity was substantially less in vaccine recipients than placebo recipients. The numbers of volunteers with HBV events with different disease severities were as follows:

- Seroconversion to HBe only, without HBs antigenemia and without ALT elevation (6 vaccine versus 0 placebo)
- HBs antigenemia, with no or minimal ALT elevation (3 vaccine versus 3 placebo)
- HBs antigenemia with hepatitis (2 vaccine versus 10 placebo)

In this study, analysis of events within the first 45 days also showed a trend toward milder disease among vaccine recipients, but the number of events was too small for tests of significance.

The same postexposure protective effect was found among early infections in another study of the plasma-derived vaccine conducted among 1402 homosexual men in five American cities in 1980–1981 [56]. Among placebo recipients there were 28 HBV events, all of which were HBs antigenic and 25 of which were accompanied by ALT elevations. In contrast, of the 27 events in vaccine recipients during the same time period, only 17 were HBs antigen-positive.

After the plasma-derived vaccine was proved efficacious, it became difficult to prove the efficacy of the newer genetically engineered HBV vaccines in placebo-controlled trials. Recent data from a placebo-controlled trial and a comparative trial (compared to plasma-derived vaccine) in China have shown that yeast-expressed recombinant HBV vaccine was highly efficacious in postexposure prophylaxis to prevent chronic perinatal HBV infection [57,58].

Although vaccine alone is efficacious in postexposure prophylaxis of HBV, current recommendations call for the addition of hepatitis B immune globulin to vaccine for postexposure prophylaxis of HBV to provide greater effect.

D. Varicella

Evidence for the efficacy of postexposure vaccination against varicella has also been directly demonstrated in several studies. In one early study where vaccine was administered within 3 days of exposure, protective efficacy against disease was very high, essentially 100% [59]. Subsequent studies have shown that protective efficacy against disease is directly related to how soon after exposure the vaccine is administered and how much vaccine virus is administered [60]. When a dose of vaccine greater than 1000 plaque-forming units is administered within 3 days of exposure, postexposure protection is excellent.

Although postexposure vaccination against varicella is an efficacious strategy, preexposure vaccination is recommended for persons at risk as a more reliable approach.

E. Vaccine Therapy for Infections That Are Preventable or Modifiable by Postexposure Vaccination

There is no evidence that the vaccination of patients with clinically overt smallpox, rabies, or varicella has any favorable impact on disease course. Similarly, most studies of chronic HBV infection have not recorded any beneficial effect of immunization. However, there is one unconfirmed report of sustained clearing of HBs antigen and normalization of liver function tests attributed to vaccine therapy in eight patients [61].

IV. CONTEMPORARY VACCINE THERAPY EFFORTS

Although vaccine therapy receded into the scientific backwaters in the 1960s and 1970s, some lines of research never fully disappeared. Also, new findings in immunology and molecular biology have prompted a modest resurgence of interest in vaccine therapy for the treatment of chronic infectious diseases. Today there are significant ongoing efforts to develop and test therapeutic vaccines for several problems of public health significance. Because there is no solid proof of
efficacy for any of the therapeutic vaccines in these studies, they are reviewed here in outline form only.

A. Leprosy

In studies of the immunology of tuberculoid and lepromatous leprosy, Convit in Venezuela observed that patients with lepromatous leprosy did not clear heat-inactivated *Mycobacterium leprae* organisms that were experimentally inoculated intradermally [62,63]. However, these patients did clear inoculated five attenuated bacille Calmette-Guérin (BCG). When heat-killed *M. leprae* were mixed with the live BCG, the *M. leprae* were also cleared. Other studies suggested that *M. leprae* was directly suppressive of a delayed-type hypersensitivity response [64–70]. These experimental observations led to clinical trials of vaccine therapy of leprosy in which mixtures of *M. leprae* and BCG were inoculated into hundreds of patients [71,72]. Although treated patients showed improvements in a number of measures of antileprosy immunity—such as increased antibody titers, increased skin-test reactivity, and increased specific lymphocyte proliferation—clinical benefits were not clear-cut. Combined chemotherapy and vaccine therapy is reported to lead to shorter duration of treatment and faster hospital release [73–75].

Injections of 5 units of purified oxygen derivative of tuberculin also lead to clearing of *M. leprae* at the site of inoculation, as do injections of other mycobacterial antigen preparations [76–78]. Fine and Smith have expressed the opinion that widespread use of BCG has been a significant factor in the decline in incidence of leprosy in many countries [79].

B. Tuberculosis

Vaccine therapy for tuberculosis, championed by Koch and widely employed for decades, is undergoing yet another revival, intradermal injections of *Mycobacterium vaccae* have been used to boost immunity to *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* in symptomatic patients [80–82]. The method has been aggressively pursued as cost-effective for developing countries [83,84]. Also, vaccine therapy is seen as perhaps the only alternative for patients infected with multidrug-resistant bacilli [85]. Combination of second-line antituberculosis drugs with vaccine therapy has been reported to give satisfactory results.

C. Leishmaniasis

Convit noted the similarities between the clinical and histopathological features of leprosy and cutaneous leishmaniasis and hypothesized that the pathogenesis of the two diseases was similar. Given the apparent success of treatment of leprosy with BCG, Convit and colleagues conducted clinical trials of vaccine therapy for leishmaniasis with inoculations of BCG mixed with killed *Leishmania* promastigotes [86–89]. Although in vitro markers of antileishmanial immunity have not shown marked changes, clinical efficacy in one study was reported to be excellent [90,91]. Other studies with soluble leishmanial antigens have found evidence of clinical efficacy [92].

D. Papillomaviruses

Vaccine therapy for cutaneous warts in cattle has been a common veterinary practice for decades [93]. Infections with bovine papillomavirus typically results in benign lesions that regress spontaneously. Occasionally warts can persist and give rise to squamous cell carcinomas. Commercial therapeutic wart vaccines were widely used but had questionable efficacy. Autogenous vaccines, made from glycerol-saline suspensions of lesions, were reported to have excellent efficacy and were recommended by experts [94,95]. More recent efforts have focused on the development and testing of recombinant bovine papillomavirus proteins and virus-like particles, but none has thus far been proved to have clinical efficacy [96–98].

In the laboratory, the cotton tail rabbit papillomavirus is a major model for cancer associated with papillomaviruses. Recent studies have shown that therapeutic vaccination with homologous nonstructural proteins can induce regression in virus-induced papillomas [99].

Apparent successes of therapeutic papillomavirus vaccines in animals has provoked a continued interest in development of therapeutic papillomavirus vaccines [100–103]. Autogenous vaccines continue to be used as experimental therapy in humans. One recent report proposed that excision followed by autogenous tissue vaccine is the most effective treatment for perianal condyloma acuminata [104]. Special efforts are being made to develop a vaccine for prevention and therapy of human papillomavirus type 16, since this type is strongly associated with cervical carcinoma. At least two Phase I clinical trials have been initiated with vaccinia/HPV-16 early antigen recombinant vaccines [105].

E. Herpes Simplex

Because recurrent herpes infections are thought to occur as a consequence of a decline in ant herpes im-
munity, this disease has been an attractive target for vaccine therapy. Numerous therapeutic herpes vaccines produced by inactivation of cell culture–grown virus have been tested in humans [106]. Most early trials were inadequately controlled, and in those few clinical therapeutic herpes vaccine trials done where controls were adequate, results were inconsistent [107–110]. Nonetheless, there continue to be reports in the medical literature of uncontrolled series of thousands of patients treated with therapeutic herpes simplex vaccines [111].

Recent efforts have focused on the development and testing of herpes subunit protein vaccines. Vaccines constructed from recombinant-expressed surface glycoproteins, when properly adjuvanted, have reduced the number of recurrences in the guinea pig genital infection model and in the rabbit ocular infection model [112–112]. Initial trials in humans demonstrated that these vaccines stimulated immune responses similar to those seen in natural infections. A placebo-controlled trial of a recombinant glycoprotein D of herpes type 2 with alum adjuvant was done with follow-up for 1 year [123]. Vaccinees reported 25% fewer recurrences than placebo recipients.

F. Human Immunodeficiency Virus

When acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS) was discovered to be caused by human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) and it became understood that symptomatic illness was the end stage of a slow but inexorable progressive viral infection, several groups began vaccine therapy trials. The vaccines tested thus far have spanned the full gamut of historical approaches previously taken for other therapeutic vaccines, including crude unpurified preparations, inactivated virions, protein subunits, and genetically engineered replicating vectors.

Attempts have been made to treat HIV with crude infusions of infected whole blood or materials derived from blood [124–126]. One approach has been to autovaccinate patients with autologous-inactivated HIV obtained by cytophoresis of the patient’s blood, in an effort to stimulate immunity against the patient’s own viral quasispecies. Another approach has been to infuse infected blood taken directly from patients with stable asymptomatic infections into patients with advanced disease, in the hope that the newly introduced virus would be more immunogenic and provoke an effective immune response. There is little evidence that these attempts at therapeutic vaccinations with blood products had any favorable impact.

More promising initial results were obtained by vaccine therapy with inactivated antigens or subunit proteins. Zagury and colleagues immunized patients with paraformaldehyde-fixed autologous lymphocytes that expressed genetically cloned vaccinia-expressed HIV antigens [127–130]. Salk and colleagues inoculated patients with purified inactivated cell-culture whole virions [131–135]. Redfield and Biri in my own group injected patients with a genetically engineered HIV surface envelope protein that had been expressed in insect cells [136–138]. Other safety and immunogenicity HIV vaccine therapy trials have been done with HIV envelope proteins expressed in Chinese hamster ovary cells, envelope proteins expressed from Vero cells infected with recombinant vaccinia, and core protein expressed in yeast [139–147]. In total, at least 10 Phase I trials have been completed and 7 Phase II trials have been undertaken, but not all have been reported in the literature.

All of the protein subunit and inactivated whole HIV virion candidate therapeutic vaccines have been safe. However, incomplete inactivation of the vaccinia vector in one trial led to serious complications in severely immune-compromised patients [148]. All of the candidate inactivated virion or protein subunit vaccines evaluated showed increases in specific antibody titers, most easily detected as rises to specific epitopes, and increased in vitro lymphocyte proliferative responses to vaccine antigen. Boosts in measures of functional immunity such as neutralizing antibody and cytotoxic lymphocyte activity have been detected, but only infrequently.

Unfortunately, the promise of HIV therapeutic vaccination with HIV-specific antigens hinted at by the results of these Phase I trials has not been borne out in placebo-controlled Phase II trials. Five trials have now been completed, and none has found clear evidence of clinical efficacy as measured by rises in blood CD4 lymphocyte counts, lowering of plasma HIV genomic RNA levels, or decreased incidence of opportunistic infections.

Although lacking in clinical efficacy, HIV vaccine therapy with protein subunit vaccines can also be used as a probe to dissect the immune response to HIV. New antibodies stimulated by vaccine therapy with recombinant subunit envelope proteins have been found to be directed against linear epitopes, compared to natural antibodies which predominantly bind to conformational epitopes [149–153]. These results suggest that the current generation of genetically engineered subunits proteins may have to be redesigned so as to present more native conformations or that new adjuvants may have to be developed that more faithfully preserve conformational determinants.

“Gene therapy” has also been tried to boost anti-HIV immunity in infected patients [154,155]. In this
approach genes encoding for specific HIV antigens are expressed in vivo in patients cells. Initial cautious trials have been done by transduction of HIV genes into patient fibroblasts ex vivo and then transplanting the cells into the patient. There is no clear results from these preliminary trials.

Last, mathematical modeling studies have suggested that it may be possible to introduce rapidly replicating but nonpathogenic HIV variants in vivo into already infected patients, to compete with and thereby reduce the replication of the endogenous pathogenic variants [156]. The exceptional ability of HIV to recombine genetically would suggest that this approach, or any similar therapeutic approach employing replicating agents, should be entertained only with great caution.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Since the blossoming of microbiology as a laboratory science, vaccine therapy has been an alluring concept. The seminal thinkers of the field including Pasteur, Koch, and Wright were all drawn to the idea that it should be possible to manipulate and direct the immune response in ways favorable to the patient. Disappointingly, their dreams have yet to be realized.

Will vaccine therapy ever live up to its conceptual promise? One skeptical line of reasoning posits that the human immune response—the results of millions of years of natural selection by microbial pathogens—will be difficult or impossible to improve upon. However, this reasoning fails to consider that the microbes have continually evolved as well. The same forces of natural selection that produced the human immune system are also continuously at work to produce microbes with refined ability to exploit weaknesses in that system through suppression, diversion, or evasion. Like the Red Queen in Through the Looking Glass—who runs but doesn't get far because the landscape moves with her—the human immune response has evolved, but the microbial landscape has evolved apace.

If effective therapeutic vaccines are to be developed, it seems that this will require a more complete understanding of the mechanisms that microbes use to establish and maintain chronic steady-state infections. Thoughtful new vaccine designs may be necessary to counter suppression, reinforce subverted costimulatory signals, or escort antigens in correct conformations to responsive cells. Indeed, vaccine therapy may not only be a goal in itself but, following the precedent set by Pasteur, Koch, and Wright, may also be a valuable tool to dissect the host-pathogen relationship so as to understand its crucial facets.
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